
The cabinet is 90% assembled, the most important part of installation will be
Vessel sink attachment
Drain installation
Faucet installation

Our guide will show you how to attach the vessel sink to the cabinet surface

WaterloxWaterloxWaterloxWaterlox ItItItIt

You are putting this in your bathroom, so it must be impervious to water damage. Okay, nothing
is impervious but you want to get it super sealed. we did a ton of research and ended up
choosing Waterlox. we have no affiliation with the company, it is just plain awesome. It comes
in various finishes, so just go with whatever suits your fancy. we did the Waterlox original finish.
One quart was way more than we needed.



Read the Waterlox directions several times and then follow them exactly.
The basics are just to apply once every 24 hours for several days so that you end up with 5-6 coats
of Waterlox on your shelf. Apply to the top and bottom and all sides. Really any exposed surface.
we applied mine to all 6 sides plus the insides of each hole. We used foam brushes, and a new one
for each application. They worked great and we wouldn’t use anything else. we also applied this
stuff outdoors because it is pretty noxious. After your last coat of Waterlox, you will be so glad
you used the good stuff. Look how it really brings out the wood grain of the walnut. And
despite kiddo usage and lots of water splashing, we have no water spots to speak of. Or that we
don’t speak of. Just no water spots.



How do i mount the cabinet to the wall?

A good cabinet installation starts with a good layout. Measure from the highest point in the floor
and draw a level line marking the top of the base cabinets. Measure up 19-1/2 in. from that line
and draw another line for the bottom of the upper cabinets. Label the location of the cabinets and
appliances on the wall. Draw a vertical line to line up the edge of the first cabinet to be installed.
Finally, mark the stud locations.



ShimShimShimShim LargeLargeLargeLarge BowsBowsBowsBows
Most of the time you can shim the cabinets as you go, but if there's an extreme bow in the wall
(more than 3/8 in.), shim it out before you hang the cabinet. If you don't, you may accidentally
pull the back off the cabinet while fastening it into place. Hold a level across the wall, and slide a
shim up from the bottom (go in from the top when you're doing the top side) until it's snug. Then
pin or tape it into place.

It's easier to hang the uppers when you're not hanging way over the base cabinets. Rest the uppers
on a ledger board—it'll ensure a nice, straight alignment and eliminate the frustration of holding
the cabinets in place while screwing them to the wall.



UseUseUseUse aaaa BlockBlockBlockBlock ofofofof WoodWoodWoodWood forforforfor
ScribingScribingScribingScribing
Find the largest distance between the outside of the cabinet and the wall. Take that measurement
and make a pencil mark on your filler strip (measure over right to left in this case). Clamp the
filler onto the cabinet flush with the inside of the vertical rail. Measure over from the wall to your
pencil mark, and make a scribing block that size. Use your block to trace a pencil line down the
filler strip. Masking tape on the filler strip helps the pencil line show up better and protects the
finish from the saw table.

Many top cabinet makers prefer GRK's R4

self-countersinking screw. You'll pay accordingly, but why scrimp on screws when you're
spending thousands of dollars on cabinets? Whatever you do, don't use drywall screws—they'll
just snap off and you'll end up with an extra hole. Please choose your screws accordingly, we dont
know if you are installing over drywall, stone, tile, or glass panel; so you need to consult with
your plumbers on what of screws to use on the walls.



FastenFastenFastenFasten thethethethe Back,Back,Back,Back,
ThenThenThenThen ShimShimShimShim
Line up the base cabinets with the level line on the wall. Fasten the back of the cabinets to that
line. Once the backs of the cabinets are level, use shims to level the sides. Take your time on this
step—nobody likes to have eggs roll off a slanted countertop.

If you are installing a free standing cabinet, then we recommend you

UseUseUseUse 2x2s2x2s2x2s2x2s totototo SecureSecureSecureSecure CabinetsCabinetsCabinetsCabinets
totototo thethethethe FloorFloorFloorFloor
Cabinets that make up islands and peninsulas need to be secured to the floor. Join the island
cabinets and set them in place. Trace an outline of the cabinets on the floor. Screw 2x2s to the
floor 1/2 in. on the inside of the line to account for the thickness of the cabinets. Anchor the island
cabinets to the 2x2s with screws. If needed, place flooring blocks under the 2x2s.



RaiseRaiseRaiseRaise thethethethe CabinetsCabinetsCabinetsCabinets forforforfor
FlooringFlooringFlooringFlooring
If the kitchen flooring is going to be hardwood or tile, and you're installing it after the cabinets,
you'll have to raise the cabinets off the floor or the dishwasher won't fit under the countertop. Use
blocks to represent the finished floor height, and add those distances to the guide line for the base
cabinet tops. Hold the blocks back a bit from the front so the flooring can tuck underneath. Your
flooring guys will love you for this.

GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines forforforfor InstallingInstallingInstallingInstalling aaaa VesselVesselVesselVessel SinkSinkSinkSink

A vessel sink can be installed on the countertop (above counter
mount) or sunk into the counter at varying heights (drop-in mount).



Semi-recessed vessels are a hybrid of drop-in and vessel and are
designed to sit so that the bottom of the bowl is below counter
height, while the rim is several inches above the counter top.

Model 9130 /3783's vessel sink is above counter installation

FigureFigureFigureFigure 1111 –––– AboveAboveAboveAbove countercountercountercounter mountmountmountmount installatiinstallatiinstallatiinstallationononon

When secure the vessel sink on the cabinet, you need to silicone caulking it to the surface of the
cabinet. (please consult with your plumber for detail caulking instructions)
(For a counter-top vessel sink, coat the contact patches of the sink in a very strong silicone
adhesive gel, or some other strong adhesive. The "contact patches" are the parts of the vessel sink
that will come into direct contact with the sink. For a square-bottom vessel, apply adhesive around
the whole perimeter of the base. For a round bottom, apply a small amount of adhesive at the
bottom of the bowl. Try to avoid applying adhesive very close to the edge, as this will smudge.
Now, position the sink drain-hole over the drain opening. Be careful; accuracy is important as
removing a vessel sink after using a very strong adhesive without difficulty is impossible. Once
the sink is in place, insert the drain through the drain opening. Make sure it fits! Now, wipe up
excess adhesive around the base. When the adhesive has dried a silicone caulk around the base can
enhance the look and prevent any untoward spills from leaking under the counter-top.
Pretty simple. That is all there is to it! The vessel sink will be supported by the adhesive, the drain,
and its own weight.

TypesTypesTypesTypes ofofofof CaulkCaulkCaulkCaulk
There are a variety of caulks available on the market. This is because caulks are developed with
specific purposes in mind. Some are designed for use in bath and kitchen, where there is a lot of
moisture, others for around heat, and others to keep the wind out. The most common materials
used for caulk are latex, acrylic, and silicone.



AcrylicAcrylicAcrylicAcrylic caulkcaulkcaulkcaulk is the least expensive type of caulk. It is generally used for filling gaps in exterior
siding, and especially in places that will need to be painted (it holds water based paints well). It
can also be used to seal up frames, and around exterior windows and doors. It also can be used in
the interior of the house to cover mistakes in molding or trim that is to be painted. Acrylic caulks
do not always stand up well to extremes in weather. They should not be used around stovepipes or
other areas that get extremely hot. Many acrylic caulks have a silicone component which makes
them more flexible and more able to stand up to the weather.
SiliconeSiliconeSiliconeSilicone caulkcaulkcaulkcaulk is the type generally used in baths and kitchens. It stands up very well to water and
adheres well to smooth and glazed surfaces such as tiles and metals. It comes in a wide variety of
colors to accommodate interior decorating. However, paint does not adhere well to it. It is flexible
even when dry and stands up well to temperature extremes, which makes it very versatile. It is not
always easy to apply; because it adheres so well, the slightest error can be problematic especially
in areas where there are aesthetic considerations. During application its odor can be disagreeable
for several hours. Silicone caulk can be used outdoors as well as indoors. It is often a component
in the more expensive, higher quality exterior caulks.
LatexLatexLatexLatex caulkcaulkcaulkcaulk can be used on both the interior and exterior of the home. It is durable (advertised to
last up to 20 years) under normal conditions. However, it does not stand up well to temperature
extremes. It is used mainly for keeping out drafts and the weather.
Caulk labelled KitchenKitchenKitchenKitchen andandandand BathBathBathBath is usually silicone. It may also have an anti-mildew chemical
added that will help fight mold in the damp corners of the house. It can come in squeezable tubes
that look like oversized toothpaste tubes. But these are often difficult to squeeze. When doing
large jobs, definitely opt for the standard tubes for use with a caulking gun. Here again, the odor
during application may be off-putting.
AdhesiveAdhesiveAdhesiveAdhesive caulkcaulkcaulkcaulk is used in situations where connections between units must be water or air-tight.
A good example is metal roofing. The overlap is given a bead of adhesive caulk when it is
screwed to the plywood or OMB beneath, giving the roof a unified and impermeable structure.
Many adhesive caulks are water based, making for easier cleanup.
ButylButylButylButyl rubberrubberrubberrubber caulkcaulkcaulkcaulk is best used outside the house. It adheres well to most surfaces including
wood, aluminum, mortar, and plastics. This makes it excellent for use around gutters, down-spouts,
and other areas. Another advantage of butyl rubber is that it stands up well in extreme
temperatures. Krylon claims that their caulk remains flexible from -40°F to 180°F1. Generally,
butyl rubber caulk does not last as long as silicone.
ElastomericElastomericElastomericElastomeric SealantSealantSealantSealant is a urethane-acrylic caulk. It can be used on both interior and exterior

http://www.indepthinfo.com/caulk/types.htm#footnotes


projects. It adheres well to most surfaces. The advantage of elastomeric caulk is that it can expand
and contract up to 200%. This is a great advantage when trying to seal areas that undergo
expansion and contraction in various weather. Although this product can be painted, if there is a
lot of expansion and contraction, the paint will inevitably crack. This is not the fault of the product
but the nature of the project.
AsphaltAsphaltAsphaltAsphalt CaulkCaulkCaulkCaulk is oil based. It is used primarily for sealing up areas around chimneys and cracks
in asphalt driveways.
CaulkingCaulkingCaulkingCaulking ChordChordChordChord is a very temporary solution lasting no more than a couple of seasons. It comes
in a roll and is putty-like. It is handy for pushing into cracks around windows, air conditioning
units, and doors.

Listed as indicated in the photo:
1 The vessel sink-(various color or shapes)
2 The vessel sink faucet(your model might be different)
3 Faucet mounting hardware
4 Faucet water supply lines



5 Plumbing P-Trap OR S-Trap and drain accessories (ABS plastic)
6 ABS Plastic pipe for drain
7 Extra strength silicone and plumbing adhesive
8 Silicone applicator gun
9 Grips and wrenches
10 Plumbers tape(can get this from home depot easily)

Drain assembly (included in your order)dpuf

Video link for installation similar cabinet:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWVWE01eNlU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSqNjw4kwx8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QvRthSC1R8

Faucet installation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fivs6lYYd-U

CABINET MOUNTING INSTRUCTION

Cut newspapers. Cut newspapers to match the size of the cabinet. Place the newspaper on the wall
with masking tape to determine the best placement for your cabinet. You may need to tape several
pieces of newspaper together if your cabinet is large.
Mark the area. Use a pencil and a yardstick to draw a line marking where the bottom edge of the
cabinet should be placed on the wall. If the wall cabinet will be installed over a base cabinet, be
sure that the wall cabinet placement lines up perfectly with the base cabinet.
Find the studs. Locate the studs in your bathroom wall with a stud finder. Mark the location of the
studs with pencil on the wall and the cabinet.
Take off the doors. If possible, remove the doors to make it easier to hang the bathroom cabinet.
Removing the doors also prevents them from being damaged by a drill or other tools.
Make pilot holes. Make pilot holes in the back of the cabinet with a drill. The pilot holes should be
slightly smaller than the circumference of the wood screws you will be using to attach the cabinet.
Place holes near the corners in the back wall of the cabinet; these holes should correspond with the
location of a stud. Cabinets often contain strips of wood near the top and bottom that should be
used to hang the cabinets. Make sure that you drill holes through these pieces of wood.
Apply screws. Drive two-inch or three-inch wood screws through the pilot holes into the studs.
The size of screws you use will depend on the thickness of wood used in the cabinet. Check the
position of the cabinet with a level before you finish tightening the screws.
Put the doors back. Replace the cabinet doors after the bathroom cabinet is securely attached to
the wall. Remove the supporting piece of wood from the bottom of the cabinet. Screw holes can
be filled in with wood putty and painted to match the wall.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fivs6lYYd-U

